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Abstract. We consider concurrency control problems that arise in the
presence of materialized views. Consider a database system supporting
materialized views to speed up queries. For a range of important applica-
tions (e.g. banking, billing, network management), transactions that ac-
cess materialized views would like to get some consistency guarantees|if
a transaction reads a base relation after an update, and then reads a ma-
terialized view derived from the base relation, it expects to see the e�ect
of the base update on the materialized view. If a transaction reads two
views, it expects that the two views reect a single consistent database
state.

Such guarantees are not easy to obtain, as materialized views become
inconsistent upon updates to base relations. Immediate maintenance re-
establishes consistency within the transaction that updates the base re-
lation, but this consistency comes at the cost of delaying update trans-
actions. Deferred maintenance has been proposed to avoid penalizing
update transactions by shifting maintenance into a di�erent transac-
tion (for example, into the transaction that reads the view). However,
doing so causes a materialized view to become temporarily inconsistent
with its de�nition. Consequently, transactions that read multiple materi-
alized views, or that read a materialized view and also read and/or write
base relations may execute in a non-serializable manner even when they
are running under a strict two phase locking (2PL) protocol.

We formalize the concurrency control problem in systems supporting ma-
terialized views. We develop a serializability theory based upon conicts
and serialization graphs in the presence of materialized views. Concur-
rency control algorithms based on this theory are being developed in the
SWORD/Ode database system.
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AT&TBell Laboratories, and was also partially supported by a grant from the AT&T
Foundation, by a David and Lucile Packard Foundation Fellowship in Science and
Engineering, by a Sloan Foundation Fellowship, and by an NSF Young Investigator
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1 Introduction

A view is a derived relation de�ned in terms of base (stored) relations. A view
thus de�nes a function from a set of base tables to a derived table; this func-
tion is typically recomputed every time the view is referenced. A view can be
materialized by storing the tuples of the view in the database. Index structures
can be built on the materialized view. Consequently, database accesses to the
materialized view can be much faster than recomputing the view.

Importance of Materialized Views: Materialized views can be used to
speed up the processing of complex queries. It is quicker to access a materialized
view than to recompute the corresponding query from scratch. In this sense a
materialized view is like a cache|a commonly used version of the data that can
be accessed quickly. Materialized views are �nding applications in domains such
as data warehousing, mobile systems, data visualization, banking, billing, and
network management [9, 15] where quick response to complex queries is critical.

Importance of Deferred View Maintenance: Like a cache, a material-
ized view gets out-of-date whenever the underlying base relations are modi�ed.
The process of making a materialized view consistent with the base relations
from which it is derived is called view maintenance. A view can be maintained
in an immediate or a deferred manner. Immediate view maintenance algorithms
maintain the view inside the transaction that modi�es the base relations, be-
fore the transaction commits. Immediate maintenance can signi�cantly slow
down update transactions, especially if the number of views is large. Deferred
maintenance algorithms maintain the view outside the transaction that modi�es
the base relations. Deferred maintenance thus has minimal impact on update
transactions. There exist workloads (such as when there are frequent updates
to large tables and relatively infrequent reads, or alternating bursts of updates
and reads) under which deferred maintenance performs better than immediate
maintenance [6].

Importance of Serializability: Some application domains (e.g., decision
support) use materialized views, but do not require serializability guarantees. Of-
ten, the materialized views are stored in a separate database from the base data,
and the only desirable property may be that the views be mutually consistent.

However, other applications (e.g., banking, billing, and network manage-
ment) can use materialized views, but require serializability guarantees. Queries
in these environments usually run on the same database that supports on-line
transaction processing because they need answers that reect the current state of
the database. Furthermore, queries that access complex derived data and could
bene�t from reading materialized views may appear in the same transaction with
queries that access base data, with both sets of queries being expected to see
a consistent database state. For example, in a telephone billing application, the
summary of charges reported to a user or to a switch must match the detailed
call data. A credit limit application in cellular or long distance telephone service
would require that charges due to all telephone calls be included in the sum-
mary being read to determine whether the credit limit has been reached or not.
Similarly, routing information stored as a view in a network switch must match



base data in the switch.
ProblemAddressed: The goal of our work is to provide serializability guar-

antees to transactions that access both base relations and materialized views
when the views are maintained in a deferred manner. The problem is that by
allowing transactions that update base relations to commit without updating
the materialized views that are derived from those base relations, we allow the
database to enter an inconsistent state temporarily. We need to ensure that no
transaction is allowed to read any inconsistencies. This means that if a transac-
tion reads both a base relation and a materialized view, it must see the e�ects of
the same set of transactions in both. It is not permissible to allow a transaction
to see the e�ects of a transaction in a base relation, and miss them when reading
a materialized view. Similarly, if a transaction reads two materialized views, we
must ensure that it sees the e�ects of the same set of transactions in both the
views.

Summary of Contributions and Paper Outline:We show through mo-
tivating examples that naive application of (deferred) view maintenance and
strict two-phase locking protocols is insu�cient to guarantee serializability in a
system supporting materialized views (Section 1.1). Section 2 describes the no-
tation and background. We de�ne what is meant for a schedule to be serializable
in the presence of materialized views and extend serializability theory to cover
materialized views in Section 3. Related work is discussed in Section 4, and we
conclude in Section 5.

1.1 Motivating Examples

We present two examples that show that naive application of deferred view main-
tenance and strict 2PL is insu�cient to guarantee serializability when transac-
tions read materialized views. Inconsistencies arise even when the transaction
reading the view does not modify base relations. Even more opportunities for
inconsistency arise when the transaction reading the view also modi�es base re-
lations. We formalize our notion of serializability in the presence of materialized
views in Section 3. For now, it is su�cient to think of serializability in the pres-
ence of materialized views as the following restriction: A transaction T1 either
always or never sees the e�ects of changes made by a transaction T2, regardless
of whether T1 reads a base relation updated by T2, or it reads a materialized
view derived from a base relation updated by T2.

Example 1. Maintain at transaction start, or before the �rst view read:
In this example we show that two-phase locking, in conjunction with a policy of
maintaining a view at the start of a transaction that reads the view or just before
reading the view for the �rst time, is insu�cient to guarantee serializability.
Consider a materialized view V derived from the one-to-one join of two base
relations R and S. (We shall use this view V throughout the rest of this paper.)
Let VX denote a tuple in view V derived from the tuple RX in R and the tuple
SX in S. (Similarly VY is derived from RY and SY .) Transactions T1 and T2 are
running concurrently. Figure 1a shows their execution history.



Time T1 T2

1 rl[VX ]
(Assume V is up to date;

hence no maintenance is needed)
2 r[VX ]
3 wl[RY ]
4 w[RY ]
5 u[RY ]
6 commit
7 rl[RY ]
8 r[RY ]
9 rl[VY ]
10 r[VY ]
(RY is inconsistent with VY !)
11 u[VX ]; u[RY ]; u[VY ]
12 commit

(a) Maintain at transaction start

Time T1 T2

1 rl[VX ]
(Assume V is up to date;

hence no maintenance is needed)
2 r[VX ]
3 wl[RX ]
4 w[RX]
5 u[RX ]
6 commit
(Detect that VX is out of date)

7 rl[RX ]
8 wl[VX ]
(Upgrade lock on VX to write-lock)
9 m[VX]
(Maintain VX from RX (m[VX ] is
a macro for r[RX ], r[SX ], w[VX ]))
10 r[VX ]

(VX has a di�erent value than before!)
11 u[VX ]; u[RX ]
12 commit

(b) Maintain before each read

Fig. 1. Concurrency control anomalies for deferred materialized views

In the �gure,

{ rl[RX ] means \Get a read-lock on tuple X in relation R,"
{ r[RX] means \Read tuple X in relation R,"

{ wl[RX ] means \Get a write-lock on tuple X in relation R,"
{ w[RX] means \Write tuple X in relation R,"
{ u[RX] means \Unlock X in relation R."

When T1 starts it detects that V is already completely up to date, so maintenance
is not needed. T1 reads VX . It then tries to get a read-lock on RY , but in the
meantime T2 has obtained a write-lock on RY , so T1 waits for T2 to release that
lock. After T2 commits T1 reads RY and VY . T1 sees T2's changes to RY , but it
doesn't see T2's changes to the corresponding tuple VY . Therefore, transaction
T1 sees an inconsistent database state, violating serializability.

Note that the schedule violates serializability even if the operations rl[VX ]
and r[VX ] at time 1 and 2 are removed. However, by including these two oper-
ations we show that a policy to maintain a view just before the �rst time the
view is read does not ensure serializability.

The previous example shows that simply maintaining the view once at the
beginning of a transaction or just before �rst reading the view is insu�cient
to guarantee serializability, even when the schedule satis�es a strict two-phase



locking protocol. The following example shows that maintaining the view before
each read operation is also insu�cient to guarantee serializability.

Example 2. Maintain just before each read of the view:
Figure 1b shows an execution history where the view is maintained before each
read. When T1 starts it detects that V is already completely up to date, so
maintenance is not needed. T1 reads VX as before. Meanwhile, T2 updates RX

and commits. When T1 tries to re-read VX , it notices that the view is now out
of date, so it maintains VX . It does this by obtaining a read lock on RX , a
write lock on VX , and applying a maintain operation, denoted m. The maintain
operation is a macro for reading all base relation tuples that contribute to the
view tuple, then writing the view tuple. Tuple VX now has a di�erent value than
the �rst time it was read, violating serializability. (Another alternative might be
to not maintain a tuple that is out of date if it had been read previously in the
transaction, but then the read of VX would be inconsistent with a read of RX .)

As illustrated by the previous examples, naive application of deferred view
maintenance and strict 2PL is insu�cient to guarantee serializability when trans-
actions read materialized views. This paper extends serializability theory to han-
dle transactions that read materialized views, especially when the views are
maintained in a deferred manner. A view can be maintained within the reader's
transaction or as a separate transaction. Maintaining the view in a separate
transaction has performance advantages, but can lead to additional consistency
problems.

2 Notation and Background

A database consists of a set of base relations and views. A read-write locking
model is used for both base and view data. A view is de�ned by an SQL CREATE

VIEW statement. All base relations and view names that appear in the FROM clause
of the SQL statement (including subqueries) de�ning a view V are said to derive

view V .

De�nition1. (Dependency Graph) The dependency graph G(V ) of a view
is a directed graph, with a node for every base relation and view used in de�ning
view V , either directly or through other views. There is an edge from a node N1

to a node N2 if N1 derives view N2.

Algorithms that compute changes to a view in response to changes to the
base relations are called incremental view maintenance algorithms. A classi�-
cation and survey of several view maintenance algorithms appears in [9]. View
maintenance algorithms assume that the changes to the base relations are stored
in one or more delta relations. In this paper, we will make the assumption that for
every base relationR used in a view V , we have available a delta relation�R(V ),
containing all modi�cations (insertions, deletions, and updates) made to relation
R since the last time view V was maintained. The particular algorithms used



to obtain �R(V ) and perform incremental maintenance are orthogonal to our
discussion of concurrency control. We will abstract the maintenance algorithm
for view V as the following maintain function:

1. Check if view V needs to be refreshed.
2. If yes, then:

(a) Read all delta relations for view V .
(b) Read all or part of the base relations in the dependency graph of V .
(c) Write the changed tuples to the materialization of view V .

The second step ofmaintain updates the materialized view to bring it up-to-date,
and will be called the refresh. Depending upon the SQL statement de�ning view
V , it is possible that Step 2b is not required (as for single-relation selection and
other self-maintainable views [8]). However, in general, Step 2b is needed.

A system has a choice about when to apply the incremental view maintenance
algorithm|immediate maintenance within the transaction that modi�es a base
relation, or deferred maintenance outside the modifying transaction.

For immediate view maintenance, serializability between transactions that
modify base relations and read materialized views can be guaranteed by using
two-phase locking, with the followingminor extension. If a transaction updates a
base relation and then reads a materialized view derived from the base relation,
the changes made by the transaction must be propagated into the view before
the view is read so that the transaction sees the e�ects of its own writes. If a
transaction that reads a view V does not modify base relations that derive V ,
then propagating changes to views at transaction commit is su�cient to obtain
serializability.

Deferred maintenance may be done just before reading the view (lazy de-
ferred), at regular intervals by a daemon process (periodic deferred), on demand
by a user (also called periodic deferred), or it may be triggered by some other
condition. An example of such a triggering condition is when the materialized
view exceeds a tolerance range for inconsistency [18]. Deferred view maintenance
breaks the serializability guarantee of two phase locking. Additional steps must
be taken to guarantee serializability in the presence of deferred view mainte-
nance.

There has been substantial work on concurrency control for databases with
multiple versions of data or multiple copies (replicas) of data. This is relevant
for materialized views because one can think of a materialized view as another
\version" of the underlying data. The relationship between the present work and
the theories of multi-version concurrency control and replica concurrency control
are discussed in Section 4.

3 Serializability Theory for Materialized Views

Traditionally, views in databases have been virtual. Queries over virtual views
are answered by accessing base data. We would like view maintenance to be
transparent to the user of a database system. In other words, view maintenance



may improve the performance of queries, but it may not change the semantics

of queries over views. We require that a materialized view appear to the user
as if it were a virtual view. Our extended notion of serializability, called Mat-

serializability , incorporates this notion of transparency.

De�nition2. (Serializability for Materialized Views) A transaction his-
tory is Mat-Serializable i� it is equivalent to some serial execution of the same
transactions with all materialized-view reads treated as virtual-view reads.

The serializability theory of materialized views can be seen as an extension
of multi-version serializability theory to account for the following:

{ Views are not copies of base tuples, but are derived using query functions.
{ User histories contain operations over both views and base relations, as well
as a maintain operation.

The reason that traditional concurrency control algorithms don't work in the
presence of materialized views is that there is an implied relationship between
tuples in a materialized view and tuples in the base relations on which the
view is de�ned. This relationship is unknown to, and therefore not enforced by,
traditional concurrency control algorithms, which treat base relations and views
as independent lockable entities. The reason two-version concurrency control
does not work is that the relationship between versions is complex, the user has
access to both versions, and certi�cation is not feasible before commit time.

In this section, we extend traditional serializability theory to include materi-
alized views. We extend the traditional read-write conict matrix to include new
operations that apply to materialized views, and show that an execution history
is Mat-Serializable i� a serialization graph with edges due to the new conicts
is acyclic.

3.1 Derivation Sets

We formally de�ne the set of tuples in base relations that contribute to the
derivation of a tuple in a view. For simplicity of presentation, we de�ne this
concept here for a single-block SQL query de�ning a view. Note that a predicate
is said to be local if all the attributes referenced in the predicate are from the
same relation.

De�nition3. (Localized query) Consider an arbitrary view V de�ned by a
single-block SQL query. We construct the localized query V 0 from V by per-
forming the following steps to V . First, we omit the GROUPBY and HAVING clauses,
and omit any aggregated attributes from the SELECT clause. We then replace the
WHERE clause by the strongest condition C that can be derived from the original
WHERE clause, such that C consists only of local predicates and predicates relating
attributes in the SELECT clause.

A localized query allows us to isolate those tuples in the underlying relations
that, for some database extension, would a�ect the result of the query. This
concept is formalized in the next de�nition.



De�nition4. (Derivation set) Let V be a view, let V 0 be its localized query,
let t be a tuple with the arity of V , and let every attribute value of t be from the
appropriate domain for V . (t may or may not actually be in the extension of the
view.) Let t0 be the restriction of t to the schema of V 0. Instantiate the conditions
of V 0 with the corresponding values from t0, so that every remaining condition is
a local selection condition on an input relation R in the FROM clause of V 0. The
derivation set of t in V , written as ds(t) when V is understood from context, is
de�ned as the set of all tuples in the schema of the FROM clause relations R that
satisfy the conditions in the WHERE clause of V 0, and that have attribute values
equal to those attributes of t speci�ed in the SELECT clause (for those relations
with selected attributes).

The derivation set represents the set of all tuples whose insertion, deletion
or modi�cation could potentially, for some database extension, a�ect the tuple
t in the view. (For an update to a tuple, we need to check both the old and
new value for membership in the derivation set.) It is important that we de�ne
the derivation set in a database independent way. We do not want to have to
consult the database (which may be in the process of being updated) in order
to determine the presence or absence of a conict.

Example 3. The view V on the left has a localized query given on the right.

SELECT Emp.EmpId, min(Deadline)

FROM Emp, Works, Proj

WHERE Emp.EmpId = Works.EmpId

and Proj.ProjId = Works.ProjId

and Proj.manager = 'Fred'

GROUPBY Emp.EmpId

HAVING min(Deadline) > 10/23/95

SELECT Emp.EmpId

FROM Emp, Works, Proj

WHERE Emp.EmpId = Works.EmpId

and Proj.manager = 'Fred'

For the tuple t = (123; 10=30=95), ds(t) consists of (a) All Emp tuples with
EmpId 123, (b) all Works tuples with EmpId 123, and (c) all Proj tuples with
manager \Fred". We expect that any change to tuples in ds(t) could a�ect t's
presence in the view; a change of a tuple outside ds(t) to a value in ds(t) would
also a�ect t.

3.2 Materialized View Histories and Virtual View Histories

Traditional serializability theory de�nes two basic operations on a data item:
read and write. We need to distinguish the read of a view tuple from the read of
a base relation tuple; hence we will denote a read operation on a view tuple as rV ,
and a read operation on a base relation tuple as r. Since we assume view tuples
are only maintained, not modi�ed directly by transactions, the write operation
in a user transaction, denoted w, applies only to tuples in base relations.

We also add a new maintenance operation, denoted m, that maintains a given
view tuple t, similar to the macro m[VX ] introduced in Figure 1b. The maintain
operation m[t] performs the following sequence of operations:



Check if tuple t in view V needs to be refreshed; i.e., there has been a write
to a tuple in ds(t) since t was last maintained. If yes, then:
1. Read the tuples of the delta relations for V that are in ds(t).
2. Read the tuples of the base relations in the dependency graph of V that

are in ds(t).
3. Write t.

Note that the check for a write is built in as a part of the m operation. Ac-
tual refresh is performed only when necessary; i.e., when a modi�cation to some
tuple in the view tuple's derivation set has occurred since the last maintenance
operation on the view tuple. We assume that, from the point of view of concur-
rency control, maintenance operations are done atomically. We assume that a
view tuple is always maintained by reading the delta relations and base relation
tuples in its derivation set. Even when a view is de�ned in terms of other views,
we treat those views as virtual and only read base relation tuples to maintain
the view.

Recall that an execution history is Mat-Serializable if it is equivalent to a
serial ordering of the transactions with all materialized-view reads treated as
virtual-view reads. The de�nition does not require that we treat a materialized-
view read as a virtual-view read that occurs at the same point in time as the
materialized-view read. Because views are materialized, they may correspond to
database states that are slightly out of date. In fact, a materialized-view read is
equivalent to a virtual-view read performed at the point in time when the view
tuple was last maintained. So, it is possible to translate a materialized-view read
to an earlier virtual-view read, so long as the validity condition speci�ed in the
following De�nition 5 is satis�ed.

Transactions in a materialized view history have operations r, w, m, and
rV , where rV is interpreted as reading from the stored version of the view.
Transactions in a virtual view history have operations r, w and rV , where rV is
interpreted as reading from the virtual view, i.e., from the corresponding base
relations. (Note that we do not translate the rV operation into a sequence of
base relation read operations in the history.)

De�nition5. (Valid History) Let t be a tuple in a view. A materialized view
history is valid if for every transaction T in the history that writes a tuple in ds(t)
and later reads t, there is a maintain operation on t (either in T or elsewhere)
occurring between the write to ds(t) and the read of t.

In order for a history to be valid, transactions must see the e�ects of their
own writes on the view tuples they read. A valid history guarantees that when
translating a materialized-view read to a virtual-view read, the virtual-view read
does not occur before a previous write by the same transaction to a tuple in the
derivation set of the view tuple.

Lemma6. A valid materialized-view history can be translated to an equivalent

virtual-view history by translating all materialized-view tuple reads to virtual-

view tuple reads performed at the point in time when the view tuple was last

maintained, and omitting the maintain operations.



r[u] rV [t] w[u]

r[u] � � �

rV [t] � � �

w[u] � � �

Table 1. Conict Matrix

Lemma 6 guarantees that any valid history involving materialized views can
be translated to an equivalent history involving virtual views. Let virtual(H) be
the virtual-view history that is equivalent to the valid materialized-view history
H according to Lemma 6. By our de�nition of Mat-serializability, in order for
a valid materialized-view history H to be Mat-Serializable, virtual(H) must
be serializable. An invalid materialized-view history cannot be translated to
an equivalent virtual-view history, and hence cannot be Mat-Serializable, since
transactions would not see the e�ects of their own earlier writes.

Table 1 extends the read-write conict matrix to virtual-view histories, in-
cluding reads of virtual views. In the table, t denotes a view tuple and u denotes
a base relation tuple. In the conict between rV [t] and w[u], we assume u is a
tuple in ds(t). Note that there is no maintain operation in the conict matrix,
since maintenance operations do not appear in virtual view histories. Conicts
between r and w operations derive from the traditional read-write conicts:
If a read or write operation precedes and conicts with another read or write
operation in the history, it must precede the other in the equivalent serial his-
tory. Conicts between rV and w operations are similar. Consider any pair of
rV [t]/w[u] operations in a virtual-view history. If the write precedes the view
read, then the write must precede the view read in the equivalent serial history
since the e�ect of the write is visible to the view reader. Conversely, suppose that
the view read precedes the write. Then the view read must precede the write in
the equivalent serial history because the view reader does not see the e�ect of
the write.

3.3 Mat-Serialization Graphs

In this section, we show how to construct a serialization graph for histories that
include maintaining and reading materialized views. We call the extended graph
a Mat-Serialization graph. We show that a valid history is Mat-Serializable i�
the Mat-Serialization graph is acyclic. We then describe two types of anomalies
that can occur if cycles are allowed in the Mat-Serialization graph.

Recall that a traditional serialization graph is a directed graph whose nodes
are transactions, and where there is an edge from transaction Ti to Tj if an
operation by Ti precedes and conicts with an operation by Tj . We de�ne a
Mat-Serialization graph for a materialized-view history H similarly, to include
edges between transactions in virtual(H) due to the conicts presented in Ta-
ble 1. The direction of an edge due to conicts between (base relation) reads



and writes is from the transaction containing the preceding operation to the
transaction containing the succeeding operation as usual. The Mat-Serialization
graph represents all of the dependencies on the equivalent virtual-view history
virtual(H) for a materialized-view history H.

De�nition7. (Mat-SerializationGraph) Let H be a validmaterialized-view
history. A Mat-Serialization graph of H is a directed graph with a node for each
transaction in H, and an edge from transaction Ti to Tj if an operation of Ti
precedes an operation of Tj in virtual(H) where the two operations conict
according to Table 1.

Theorem8. A valid execution history is Mat-Serializable i� the

Mat-Serialization graph for the history is acyclic.

Theorem 8 states that a materialized-view history H is Mat-Serializable i�
the serialization graph corresponding to its equivalent virtual-view schedule
virtual(H) is acyclic, and each transaction sees the e�ects of its own writes
on the view tuples it reads. A proof of the theorem appears in [13]. It is interest-
ing to examine why we do not need to consider conicts involving maintenance
operations. Intuitively, the reason is that the value written by a maintenance op-
eration m[t] is based solely upon previous writes to tuples in ds(t), and not upon
operations in the transaction doing the maintenance (unless the transaction do-
ing the maintenance previously wrote tuples in ds(t)). It is acceptable to relax
isolation and allow transactions to read the e�ects of maintenance operations
in transactions that may be serialized later. This relaxation is possible so long
as all writes to tuples in the derivation set of the maintained tuple that occur
before the maintenance operation take place in transactions that are serialized
before the view reader. The resulting histories are Mat-Serializable, even though
if we thought of the views as regular base relations, with a conict between a
maintain operation and a subsequent view-read operation, they would not be
serializable.

Anomalies: Let us now consider the e�ects of cycles in the Mat-Serialization
graph. We demonstrate two anomalies caused by di�erent types of cycles in the
Mat-Serialization graph.

Missing Update Transaction T1 reads a tuple t in a view. Transaction T2
inserts, deletes, or modi�es a tuple in the derivation set of t and commits. If
transaction T1 also reads the tuple written by T2 (or attempts to read it in
case of a delete), T2's update will appear to be missing from the view.

Example 1 is a case of the missing update anomaly. The Mat-Serialization graph
for Example 1 contains a cycle between transactions T1 and T2. There is an edge
from T2 to T1 because RY is written at time 4 by transaction T2 and later read
at time 8 by transaction T1. In addition, there is an edge from T1 to T2 because
VY , which was assumed to be maintained before time 1, is read at time 10 by
transaction T1, and RY , which is in the derivation set of VY , is written at time



4 by transaction T2. Even though VY is read by T1 after the write of RY by T2,
the edge is from T1 to T2 because VY was last maintained before time 1, which
precedes the write of RY by T2.

Unrepeatable View Read Transaction T1 reads a tuple t in a view. Trans-
action T2 inserts, deletes, or modi�es a tuple in the derivation set of t and
commits. If t is maintained and T1 later re-reads t, it will read a modi�ed
value or �nd that t has been deleted.

Example 2 is a case of the unrepeatable view read anomaly. Like Example 1,
Example 2's Mat-Serialization graph contains a cycle between transactions T1
and T2. There is an edge from T1 to T2 because VX , which was assumed to be
maintained before time 1, is read at time 2 by transaction T1, and RX , which is
in the derivation set of VX , is written at time 4 by transaction T2. There is an
edge from T2 to T1 because RX is written at time 4 by T2, and VX , which has
RX in its derivation set and is maintained at time 9, is read at time 10 by T1.

3.4 Conicts at View-Level Granularity

Using derivation sets to determine serializability is of interest if we have an
e�cient means to lock the derivation sets. When the derivation set consists of
a single tuple and can easily be determined from the view tuple (as when the
view is a replica of a base relation), it will be possible to lock the derivation set.
In general, locking a derivation set requires predicate locks, and requires view
maintenance algorithms that work at the tuple level rather than table level.
In some cases, (e.g. when the view is de�ned by a join over a key) predicate
locks can be realized using indices. However, general predicate locks are not
available in most systems. Furthermore, current view maintenance algorithms
maintain the entire view, rather than one tuple in the view. Therefore, it is
important to consider concurrency control when maintenance is done at the
view-level granularity. In the following we show that it is possible for algorithms
based on view-level granularity to guarantee Mat-serializability.

At view-level granularity, the maintenance operation maintains an entire
view, not just an individual view tuple, and obtains table-level locks on all base
relations in the view's dependency graph. We continue to assume that opera-
tions reading view tuples, and reading and writing base relation tuples obtain
tuple-level locks. Conicts at view-level granularity are easily derived from the
tuple-level conicts of Table 1. We extend the conict between a read of a view
tuple and a write to a tuple in the view tuple's derivation set to include writes
to any base relation in the dependency graph of the view. Conicts between
operations on base relation tuples continue to be at the tuple level.

When constructing the Mat-Serialization graph for a materialized-view his-
tory H, we construct edges between a view-read operation and a base relation
write as before using virtual(H). A history is valid if a write to a view in each
transaction T is followed by a maintain operation on the view (either in T or
elsewhere) before the view is next read by T .



Corollary9. An execution history is Mat-Serializable if the Mat-Serialization

graph with conicts at view-level granularity is acyclic, and the history is valid.

Corollary 9 states that an execution history is Mat-Serializable if its Mat-
Serialization graph for view-level conicts is acyclic and if each transaction sees
the e�ects of its own writes.

4 Related Work

View Maintenance:Most work on view maintenance [2, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 16]
has dealt with automatic derivation of the maintain function from the view def-
inition. [9] is a survey and classi�cation of several view maintenance algorithms.
[5] deals with deriving the maintain functions speci�cally for deferred mainte-
nance. Our current work is di�erent from all of the above in that we do not
derive (or advocate) any particular maintenance algorithm.

Deferred view maintenance has been implemented in ADMS [17], and has also
been proposed by [18, 19, 20]. [18, 19] consider only select-project views. They do
not discuss concurrency, and avoid the problems presented here since (1) they do
not store the base relations and views at the same node, (2) they assume that
a transaction reads only one view, and (3) select-project views can be main-
tained without accessing base relations. [20] considers a data warehouse where a
view is materialized over relations stored in remote autonomous databases. They
consider a concurrency problem that arises in computing the maintain function
itself, and propose a view maintenance algorithm that can work in absence of
concurrency control between the warehouse and remote databases. [17] is most
closely related to our work, and proposes a concurrency control algorithm to per-
mit concurrent maintenance of several related views. However, they do not allow
view reader transactions to modify base relations, and it is not clear whether
they allow such transactions to even read base relations directly. Only select-join
views are considered; it is not clear how the technique will generalize to other
views. There is no discussion of serialization theory.

Multi-Version Concurrency Control: We can draw the following anal-
ogy between multi-version serializability theory [1] and the serializability the-
ory of materialized views described in Section 3. The process of translating
materialized-view histories into virtual-view histories captures the conicts rep-
resented by version order edges in the multi-version serializability graph, and
the validity condition is analogous to the requirement that a transaction read
the same version that it writes. The main di�erences between multi-version con-
currency control and concurrency control for materialized views are: (1) a ma-
terialized view is just a single extra version of (some of) the data, (2) both base
data and materialized views are visible to the user, while versions are invisible
to the user, and (3) multiple versions are simply copies of single data items while
views are query functions of multiple data items.

Replicas: A materialized view can be seen as a complex form of replicated
data. However, replica concurrency control [1] di�ers from our problem and so-
lution in that: (1) Replicas are assumed to be interchangeable for readers, while



view and base relations are not interchangeable, and (2) Replica management
either causes updates to be propagated within the updating transaction (similar
to immediate maintenance), or causes the reader to read a majority of copies.
Our goal in using materialized views is to improve performance by reading de-
rived data and (where possible) to avoid reading the base data; reading multiple
copies of the data is not well-suited to enhancing performance.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have identi�ed an important new problem { concurrency control
in database systems that support materialized views. We motivated the prob-
lem through examples and developed a serialization theory in the presence of
materialized views.

Applications like billing, banking, retailing, and data warehousing all have
needs for materialized views. Often performance and scalability make it desir-
able and/or necessary to maintain views in a deferred manner. Currently these
applications materialize the views into base relations and write application code
to maintain the views. However, if subsequent queries and transactions access
both materialized views and base relations, or if they access multiple material-
ized views, inconsistent results can be obtained. There is currently no system
support to ensure the consistency of materialized views in these applications.

This paper identi�es the concurrency control problems that must be solved
to support materialized views. This is the �rst paper on the topic of concurrency
control for materialized views, and surely leaves several open questions. Are there
notions of non-serializability that will be of interest in a system with materialized
views? While there are workload scenarios (frequent updates to large tables and
relatively infrequent reads, or alternating bursts of updates and reads) where
doing deferred maintenance with table level read locks is helpful, there are also
workload scenarios where using predicate locks will be of great value. What is
the class of views for which predicate locks can be implemented e�ciently?

Mat-Serializability doesn't give us any guarantees that the views read by
transactions will be up to date. For example, a transaction that reads a single
view might be serialized in the \distant past". In [13] we de�ne an additional
property, currency , that requires that a transaction T see at least the e�ects of
all transactions that committed up to a certain time.

We have developed concurrency control algorithms based on the theory de-
veloped in this paper; these algorithms are currently being implemented in the
SWORD/Ode database system [14].
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